Secondary Foam Filter
Now Available For Ford®
F-Super Duty
(2011-2015 6.7L Turbo Diesel)

Loss of power due to air flow restriction can occur when snow or ice accumulates inside the air cleaner. The NAPA 500139 low restriction foam filter is recommended to help resolve this issue. This condition is most often encountered on applications that operate in extreme snow conditions such as snow plows. The secondary filter allows the intake of air until the airbox can be cleared of restricting snow and ice.

The use of the 500139 secondary filter is not intended to nor does it replace the use of the primary NAPA 9902 air filter for the 6.7L Turbo Diesel. Service the primary filter based on the vehicle manufacturer’s suggested guidelines.

For questions or more information please contact your local NAPA Filters District Manager or call Product Information at 1.800.949.6698.